
End-to-End Solution
CRM & DEV Product

A monday.com Solution to handle all company 
processes, enhancing the monday.com CRM, creating 
custom Sales Orders, and connecting it to the Dev 
Product, while also handling Invoice and Payment 
Tracking.



What is included in E2E?

➼ Leads and Opportunities Management

➼ Contacts and Companies Management

➼ Custom Sales Orders Creation

➼ Automatic Sales Orders Document Creation

➼ Pricing Table Feature 

➼ Automatic Sprints Creation

➼ High Level and Big Projects Management

➼ Invoices Handling

➼ Payments Tracking

➼ Real Time Sales Dashboards



Why choose E2E?

➼It is an excellent choice for your business as it 
provides a complete solution to manage sales 
and project management workflows effectively.

➼It solves communication problems between 
Sales and Technical teams, bridging the gap and 
ensuring that both teams are on the same page. 
Technical teams, whether they are developers, 
installation teams, or work using Production 
Calendars, can all benefit from the solution's 
capabilities.



Why choose E2E?

➼It offers both a CRM and optionally a Dev 
solution, which can work separate from or 
enhance monday’s respective products, 
allowing your business to manage customer 
relationships and development processes in a 
single integrated platform.

➼The emphasis on Sales Orders (SO) and SO 
approval ensures that your business can 
streamline sales processes and quickly approve 
and keep track of orders  and discounts, reducing 
turnaround times and improving customer 
satisfaction,while the pricing table helps optimize 
your pricing strategies and maximize 
profitability.



Why choose E2E?

➼The sprint management and high-level project 
management boards enable your business to 
break down complex projects into smaller, more 
manageable segments, prioritize tasks, and 
collaborate effectively. 

➼The role differentiation between Scrum Master, 
Account Manager, and Account Executive , and 
where they work, is clear and it helps businesses 
to optimize team workflows and improve 
productivity.

This solution is an invaluable tool for any 
organization looking to drive growth and achieve 
success.



Leads Management

Manage your leads with features such as 
lead duplication detection, lead 
prioritization, automatic creation of new 
customers and contacts in prospect 
boards, and automatic connection for 
existing ones.

Opportunities Management

Optimize your Opportunities 
Management with capabilities such 
as real-time close probability , 
forecasted value and deal stage 
tracking. Start converting your 
opportunities into Sales Orders here.



Contacts Management

Efficiently oversee all 
your contacts with ease.

Customers ,Vendors, 
Partners Management

View all pertinent 
stakeholders, connected to 
various types of contacts, and 
linked to all their 
corresponding invoices.



Sales Orders Management

Tailor your Sales Order Management to 
meet your specific needs. Track suggested 
and actual prices, tax totals and rates, 
due dates, and much more with ease. 
Ensure optimal operational efficiency and 
profitability with meticulous 
documentation, streamlined approval 
processes, and effective price 
management. C-level executives can 
finally know what is being sold and 
approve pricing and discounts.



Sales Orders Document

Eliminate the hassle of manual Sales Order 
Document creation with E2E. Save time and effort 
by generating these documents automatically with 
just a single click.



Pricing Table

Provides a clear and consistent pricing structure and 
simplifies the sales process for your business.

Why it is useful

E2E’s Pricing Table allows your business to 
provide c-level executives with a 
comprehensive overview of what is being 
sold, how it is being sold, and at what price, 
while also ensuring that all sales are 
connected with proper approval to 
effectively manage overhead costs.

By providing accountability and clarity
throughout the Sales Orders process, your 
business is empowered to make informed 
decisions on actual selling prices, 
optimizing the process and enhancing 
overall profitability.

To add, it is also used to create most 
informative Cost Dashboards.



Sprint Management

When an SO is accepted, have the option 
to automatically create tasks for every 
action that must be realized. Organize and 
manage your projects by breaking them 
down into simple tasks, allowing you to
prioritize certain items, collaborate 
effectively, and make iterative 
improvements to your work.

Projects Management

Monitor progress and identify potential 
issues, facilitating timely intervention and 
corrective action. High level view
connected to Sales Orders, Opportunities, 
Invoices and Sprint Tasks.



& Big Projects!

Even if your business 
is tackling a large-
scale project, E2E’s 
customizable existing 
template enables you 
to stay on track and 
ensure timely 
completion, without 
compromising on 
quality or efficiency.



Invoice Management

Get a complete overview of your 
invoices, including corresponding 
Projects and Sales orders, payment 
amounts and dates, and outstanding 
balances, providing you with all the 
necessary information for effective 
financial management.

Payments Management

Easily monitor project and invoice 
payments, including amounts paid 
and outstanding balances, as well as 
the associated payment methods, 
providing you with excellent financial 
tracking capabilities.



Sales Dashboards

Provide a comprehensive 
overview of sales 
performance and other key 
metrics.



Compare Offers, Invoices & Payments in Real time!

Get up-to-the-minute information on sales performance, allowing your 
business to identify trends and patterns, adjust pricing strategies, and 
make informed decisions that can improve profitability and 
competitiveness.



CONTACT
THESPELAS.COM

Phone :
+30- 210  223  36  45

Website :
thespelas.com

Office :
Rostan 44, 
11141
Athens, Greece

Email Address:
info@thespelas.com
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